Neutron sawtooth behavior in the PLT, DIII-D, and TFTR tokamaks
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The effect of the sawtooth instability on the 2.5 MeV neutron emission in the PLT [Plasma Physics Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1976 (IAEA, Vienna, 1977), Vol. I, p. 21], DIII-D [Plasma Physics Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1986 (IAEA, Vienna, 1987), Vol. 1, p. 159], and TFTR [Plasma Physics Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1984 (IAEA, Vienna, 1985), Vol. 1, p. 29] tokamaks is studied. In thermonuclear plasmas, the instability typically results in a 20% reduction in emission. The time evolution of the thermonuclear neutron signal suggests that the sawtooth crash consists of four phases. First, the electron density profile flattens rapidly (in approximately 30 μsec on PLT) but, in some cases, there is little associated change in neutron emission, suggesting that most reacting ions remain confined in the sawtooth region but do not completely mix. After the electron sawtooth, the ions continue to mix, resulting in an approximate 10% reduction in neutron emission in about 0.5 msec. The emission then decays more slowly during the final two phases. Thermalization of reacting ions on an approximate 3τs time scale accounts for only about 20% of the slow drop. Most of the slow drop seems to be caused by loss of ion energy from the mixing region (an ion heat pulse).

I. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the effect of the sawtooth instability on ions is important in studies of ion transport and in calculations of the performance of proposed ignition experiments. Sawtooth behavior in the 2.45 MeV neutron emission was observed previously on the Alcator-A, TFTR, and JET tokamaks and, more recently, in collimated neutron measurements on JET. Sawteeth in the central ion temperature have been measured with x-ray spectroscopy on TFTR and with charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy on PBX. On PBX, time-resolved measurements showed that the ion temperature profile flattens at the sawtooth. Flattening of the density profiles of impurity ions at sawteeth was observed on Alcator C.

In our work, the temporal resolution (≥ 10 kHz) of the neutron measurements was faster than the observed decay rates, permitting a more-detailed study of the temporal behavior of ions at sawteeth than was possible in earlier studies. The paper has two main aims. One is to catalog the effect of sawteeth on the neutron source strength in tokamaks. Thermonuclear neutron data from the PLT, DIII-D, and TFTR tokamaks have been obtained with similar instrumentation under a wide range of operating conditions in plasmas with Ohmic heating alone, hydrogen neutral beam injection into L-mode and H-mode plasmas, ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), and pellet injection. In a wide variety of plasmas, similar behavior is observed. Generally, a rapid initial drop in emission is observed, followed by a slower decay. The initial drop in emission often takes longer than the electron temperature sawtooth. The time scale of the slower drop depends on machine size, varying approximately as the minor radius squared (r²). The total drop in neutron emission ΔIe/Ie is usually larger than the reduction in central electron temperature ΔT_e/T_e.

The second major aim is to explain the neutron signal by considering possible ion behavior at the sawtooth. Four processes are identified. First, on the time scale of the electron sawtooth, the ion density must flatten with the electron density to preserve quasineutrality; however, the neutron emission drops gradually as though hot deuterons respond more slowly than electrons. Second, after the electron sawtooth, the ion velocity-space distribution is blended in an "ion mixing" phase and the emission falls approximately 10%. Generally, the density crash and mixing phases are too short for significant classical energy loss by the reacting ions. In the third phase, the hot ions that produce the reactions begin to thermalize, but the time scale is sufficiently long that, in some plasmas, a Maxwellian distribution may never be established. Concurrently, in the fourth process, the plasma responds to the flattened density and "temperature" profiles. At the edge of the mixing region, a steep gradient exists and rapid transport occurs. Both thermalization and diffusion result in a further ~ 10% reduction in emission on a 10 msec time scale. In our analysis, the "transport" and "thermalization" phases terminate when the neutron emission ceases to drop as the plasma reheat and the density peaks.

The paper is organized as follows. The temporal resolution of the detectors and the plasma conditions are discussed in Sec. II. Thermonuclear neutron data from PLT, DIII-D, and TFTR are presented in Sec. III. Next, the expected behavior during the electron crash phase (Sec. IV A), mixing phase (Sec. IV B), thermalization phase (Sec. IV C), and transport phase (Sec. IV D) is compared with the data. We conclude (Sec. V) that (i) hot ions are not mixed uniformly throughout the sawtooth region during the electron crash phase but may be mixed on a longer time scale, (ii) thermalization probably does not play a dominant role in the ob-
served temporal evolution, and (iii) an ion heat pulse escapes from the center of the plasma. Finally, in two appendices, it is shown that neutron and 15 MeV proton data from beam–plasma reactions are consistent with our interpretation of the thermonuclear data.

II. APPARATUS

A. Neutron diagnostics

Fast neutron detectors\textsuperscript{12,13} that utilize uncollimated plastic scintillators mounted close to the tokamak were the primary diagnostics for this study. Similar detectors were used on all three machines. Neutrons strike a plastic scintillator producing recoil protons that cause the plastic to scintillate. The light travels by internal reflection down an acrylic rod to a shielded photomultiplier operated in current mode. The photomultiplier signal is digitized by a transient digitizer. Generally, three factors limit the temporal response of the detectors: counting statistics, amplifier/digitizer frequency response, and neutron scattering. The intrinsic response of the plastic scintillator is \(< 0.1\) μsec. However, at low levels of neutron emission, the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded by statistical fluctuations in the number of neutrons that collide with the scintillator which results in poorer temporal resolution. Also, on TFTR, electrical noise placed a lower limit on the useful signal level. When an adequate signal existed, the frequency response of the detectors was limited by the photomultiplier amplifier to approximately 20 kHz on PLT and TFTR and to approximately 100 kHz on DIII-D. The digitizer sampling rate was 100 kHz on PLT and DIII-D and 20 kHz on TFTR.

The frequency response of the detectors was nominally 20 kHz, but there is an additional factor that could degrade the resolution further: neutron scattering. If detected in appreciable numbers, neutrons that bounce around the tokamak hall could significantly degrade the frequency response. To minimize this effect, the detectors were placed close to the machine between toroidal field coils. On TFTR, the scintillator was mounted directly behind a 1.3 cm thick stainless steel vacuum flange at the horizontal midplane. On DIII-D, the scintillator was mounted normal to a 2.5 cm thick stainless steel flange that is 85 cm above the horizontal midplane. Similar results to the ones reported here were obtained with the scintillator on the horizontal midplane. On PLT, the scintillator was mounted approximately 1 m away from the vacuum vessel near the midplane. Each of these installations has a different geometry for neutron scattering. Detailed scattering calculations have not been performed, but it is thought that scattering does not significantly degrade the frequency response since neutron transients as rapid as \(I_n/I_n \approx 0.8\) msec\(^{-1}\) (which is about four times faster than the transients reported here) have been observed during high-beta instabilities.\textsuperscript{14,15} Also, when the plasma center moved 83 cm during compression on TFTR\textsuperscript{16} and approximately 20 cm during the fishbone instability on PDX,\textsuperscript{14} the magnitude of the neutron emission changed as expected for a virgin (unscattered) source. These observations suggest that neutron scattering does not limit the frequency response of our measurements.

On all three tokamaks, neutron measurements with the plastic scintillators were corroborated by slower measurements (approximately 0.2 msec resolution) made with adjacent ZnS(\textsuperscript{9}Li) scintillators.\textsuperscript{9} The measurements also were consistent with measurements made with BF\textsubscript{3} proportional counters (PLT and DIII-D) and fission detectors (TFTR).

B. Tokamak conditions

The PLT sawtooth observations used in this study were made during a series of high-power \(^3\)He-minority ICRH runs in late 1984 and early 1985. Discharges in the database have the parameter ranges \(I_p = 500-600\) kA, \(B_t = 31-33\) kG, \(\bar{\eta}_x = 2-4 \times 10^{13}\) cm\(^{-3}\), and \(T_{e0} = 2.0-3.2\) keV. In addition to neutron data, the database includes electron temperature and density profiles from Thomson scattering, \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) inferred from a central-chord visible bremsstrahlung measurement, and fractional changes in central electron temperature and line-averaged electron density at the sawtooth from electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and microwave interferometry. Additional observations on PLT were made in H\(^+\)–D\(^+\) neutral-beam-heated plasmas, in H-minority ICRH-heated deuterium plasmas, and in Ohmically heated deuterium plasmas.

The TFTR observations were made during the spring 1985 run period and include sawtooth in full size (\(a = 81\) cm; \(R_0 = 255\) cm) plasmas with \(I_p = 0.8-2.2\) MA, \(B_t = 4.0-4.8\) T, \(\bar{\eta}_x = 2-6 \times 10^{13}\) cm\(^{-3}\), and \(T_{e0} = 1.8-3.5\) keV. Some of the plasmas were fueled with pellets and some with gas. About 70 sawteeth for which concurrent Thomson scattering data and soft x-ray (SXR) measurements of the sawtooth inversion radius were available were selected for inclusion in a database. Subordinate relaxations\textsuperscript{17} were excluded from the study, although they were observed to correlate with small (approximately 2%) reductions in neutron emission. In addition to neutron data, the database included \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) inferred from a central visible bremsstrahlung chord, the fractional change in central SXR emission \(\Delta A/\bar{A}\) and central electron temperature \(\Delta T_e/\bar{T}_e\) (from ECE), the magnitude of and fractional change in line-averaged density \(\Delta \bar{n}_e/\bar{n}_e\), the shape of the electron temperature and density profiles (from Thomson scattering), and the central ion temperature inferred from Doppler broadening of the Ti \(K\alpha\) line.

Data from DIII-D were obtained in 1987 during H\(^+\)–D\(^+\) beam injection over the parameter range \(I_p = 0.7-1.8\) MA, \(B_t = 1.0-2.1\) T, \(\bar{\eta}_x = 3-12 \times 10^{13}\) cm\(^{-3}\), and \(P_b \leq 10\) MW. Most of the plasmas were divertor discharges and many were H-mode \textsuperscript{18} plasmas. The reduction in central electron temperature at a sawtooth was measured using ECE and SXR measurements gave the time evolution of the electron sawtooth.

An assumption of our analysis is that the neutron emission is thermonuclear. For Ohmic, H\(^+\)–D\(^+\) beam, and \(^3\)He- or H-minority ICRH heating, the deuterium population is thought to be heated only through collisions with electrons, energetic protons, or energetic \(^3\)He ions, so the deuterium distribution is expected to be nearly Maxwellian. Central ion temperatures inferred from charge-exchange spectra and Doppler broadening of impurity lines are generally consistent with the temperature inferred from the neutron flux.
assuming thermonuclear emission. The charge-exchange spectra appear Maxwellian out to energies of approximately 107 keV. Further confirmation of the thermonuclear origin of the emission comes from collimated neutron spectral measurements, which indicate no nonthermal broadening or shifting of the 2.45 MeV neutron emission line during H→D neutral beam injection on PLT,17 3He-minority ICRH on PLT,18 or Ohmic heating on TFTR19 or PLT.

III. DATA

Typical neutron sawtooth behavior during 3He-minority ICRH in PLT is shown in Fig. 1(a). No significant change (<1%) in neutron emission accompanies the large, sudden drop in electron temperature (typically 25% in 50 µsec) seen at the sawtooth crash (Fig. 2). Subsequently, the neutron emission drops on a slower time scale (about a 10% reduction in approximately 0.5 msec) and then declines an additional ~5% at a still slower rate to an absolute minimum in about 5 msec. This change in the rate of decay of the emission is seen more clearly by plotting the slope of the neutron signal (Fig. 3). The overall reduction in emission at this sawtooth was ΔN_e/Ne = 18%. After the minimum, the emission increases until the subsequent sawtooth occurs approximately 15 msec later. The ion temperature was T_d = 3 keV in this discharge.

Neutron sawtooth behavior during Ohmic heating in TFTR is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) from a plasma fueled by two pellets (T_d ~ 2.0 keV). The drop in neutron emission (ΔN_e/Ne = 22%) is comparable to that observed in PLT, but the signal takes approximately four times longer to reach its minimum. The initial rate of decay of the emission is comparable for the two devices, even though the electron temperature drop occurs more slowly (100 µsec) in TFTR than in PLT. In both machines, there appears to be a discontinuity between 450 and 650 µsec after the beginning of the sawtooth. The decay rate prior to this time (mixing phase) is approximately 5 msec, compared with approximately 34 msec afterward (equilibration and transport phases). The points shown are the numerical derivative of a spline fit to a ten-point average of the 100 kHz data. The amplifier response is about an order of magnitude faster than the fast drop rate.
uity in the rate of decay of the emission approximately 0.5 msec after the sawtooth. The sawtooth period in this TFTR plasma (not shown) is approximately eight times longer than in the PLT plasma.

A neutron sawtooth during the H mode in DIII-D is shown in Fig. 4. The initial rate of decay of the neutron emission is similar to that observed on PLT and TFTR. The signal reaches its minimum value faster than a typical TFTR sawtooth but slower than a typical PLT sawtooth. The sawtooth period (approximately 50 msec) is also intermediate between PLT and TFTR. The overall drop in emission was $\Delta I_n/I_n = 17\%$ at this sawtooth in a plasma with $T_e \approx 1.3$ keV. Typical sawtooth behavior in the three devices is compiled in Table I.

Several features of the initial drop in emission are noteworthy. One striking feature of the data is that the initial rate of decay is comparable on the three devices (Table I). In contrast, the electron crash time, the overall neutron decay time, and the sawtooth period differ greatly between machines. A second feature is that, in some plasmas, little drop in neutron emission occurs on the time scale of the electron sawtooth. This is seen most clearly on PLT (Fig. 2), where the electron sawtooth is fastest, but is also observed at some sawteeth on DIII-D (Fig. 5). A third feature of the initial decay is its variability. The decay rate at nominally similar sawteeth in the same plasma varies by nearly a factor of 2 under some DIII-D and TFTR conditions. In light of this variability, it seems unlikely that the initial rate of decay depends on global discharge parameters in a simple manner. Indeed, little correlation with $\bar{n}_e$, $T_e$, or $T_i$ is observed. On PLT, the magnitude of the initial drop correlated with the fractional change in electron temperature and with the sawtooth radius; this correlation was not observed in DIII-D, however. In summary, the initial decay of the emission is (i) comparable in different tokamaks, (ii) sometimes slower than the electron sawtooth, and (iii) variable in its dependence on global parameters.

After the initial rapid decay, the emission falls gradually to a minimum. For PLT, the peak-to-trough sawtooth time, $t_{p-r}$, scales with the magnitude of the sawtooth period (Fig.

### Table I. Thermonuclear neutron sawtooth behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokamak</th>
<th>$a$(cm)</th>
<th>$R$(cm)</th>
<th>Electron crash (msec)</th>
<th>Rate $^{-1}$ (msec)$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Rapid drop Magnitude$^a$</th>
<th>Total drop Duration (msec)$^b$</th>
<th>Magnitude$^d$</th>
<th>Sawtooth period (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLT</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>~0.03</td>
<td>0.3–0.7</td>
<td>~60%</td>
<td>~5</td>
<td>~15</td>
<td>~15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIII-D</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>~0.10</td>
<td>0.3–1.5</td>
<td>~20%</td>
<td>~7</td>
<td>~43%</td>
<td>~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFTR</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>~0.30</td>
<td>0.3–1.2</td>
<td>~30%</td>
<td>~20</td>
<td>~32%</td>
<td>~130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a\Delta I_n/(dI_n/dt)$ during rapid drop in emission.

$^b$Fraction of total drop $\Delta I_n$.

$^c t_{p-r}$.

$^d\Delta I_n/I$ for $\Delta T_e/T_e = 20\%$. 
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6), which also scales with the magnitude of the neutron drop \( \Delta I_n/I_n \), but this scaling was not observed on TFTR. No direct correlation with heating method or power, electron temperature or density, central ion temperature, toroidal magnetic field, or plasma current was observed in any device. A comparison of \( t_{p-t} \) for different devices (Fig. 7) indicates that the peak-to-trough time scales approximately with machine minor radius to the second power \((a^2)\), suggesting a dependence on transport processes. A quantitative comparison of the PLT data with a transport model is given in Sec. IV D.

For a given discharge condition, the drop in neutron emission from peak-to-trough \( \Delta I_n/I_n \) scales approximately linearly with the drop in electron temperature \( \Delta T_e/T_e \) in all three tokamaks. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 for Ohmically

---

**Fig. 5.** Central soft x-ray and neutron signals during the sawtooth shown in Fig. 4.

**Fig. 6.** Peak-to-trough decay time versus sawtooth period for PLT plasmas with various types of heating. The drop in neutron emission \( \Delta I_n/I_n \) also scales with the sawtooth period.

**Fig. 7.** Peak-to-trough decay time \( t_{p-t} \) versus machine minor radius \( a \) on Alcator A, TFR, PLT, DIII-D, TFTR, and JET. The line is an \( e^2 \) scaling, suggesting a dependence on radial transport. For Alcator A, the measurement of \( t_{p-t} \) may have been affected by the instrumental resolution. The errors bars for TFR, PLT, DIII-D, and TFTR indicate the range of values observed; for JET, the error bar indicates the variation in a single discharge. In noncircular plasmas, the short axis is used.
heated TFTR plasmas. For these plasmas with $T_d \approx 2.0$ keV, $\Delta I_e/I_e \approx 1.6 \Delta T_e/T_e$. In ICRH PLT plasmas a linear correlation is also observed but, in these hotter plasmas ($T_d \approx 3.0$ keV) the coefficient of proportionality is smaller ($\Delta I_e/I_e \approx 0.6 \Delta T_e/T_e$). In H$^0$–D$^+$, DIII-D H-mode plasmas, the ion temperature is lower than in TFTR ($T_d \approx 1.3$ keV) and the scaling of $\Delta I_e/I_e$ with $\Delta T_e/T_e$ is stronger ($\Delta I_e/I_e \approx 2.1 \Delta T_e/T_e$). Presumably, some of the variation in the coefficient of proportionality is due to the temperature dependence of the fusion reactivity. For $\dot{\omega} \propto T^2$, where $\dot{\omega}$ is a function of temperature (and assuming that the ion temperature sawtooth is responsible for most of the drop in neutron emission), the expected reduction in neutron emission is roughly $\Delta I_e/I_e \approx c \Delta T_e/T_e$. This implies that $\Delta T_e/T_e \approx 0.4 \Delta T_e/T_e$ in DIII-D and TFTR but $\Delta T_e/T_e \approx 0.2 \Delta T_e/T_e$ in PLT. Thus the temperature dependence of the reactivity accounts for some of the variation in scaling between devices but cannot fully explain the differences. One possibility is that the drop in neutron emission is smaller on PLT because the sawtooth period is shorter so that the plasma begins to reheat prior to termination of the transport phase. On PLT, the initial drop ($\Delta I_e/I_e$ after approximately 0.5 msec) is a larger fraction of the total drop ($\approx i$) than on TFTR ($\approx j$) or on DIII-D ($\approx k$) (Table I).

IV. ANALYSIS

The behavior of the thermonuclear neutron emission at a sawtooth suggests that several physical processes are responsible for the observed time evolution. In this section, we consider four phases in the evolution of the ion distribution function in an attempt to explain our results. The phases are illustrated in Fig. 9. In the first phase [Fig. 9(a), Sec. IV A], the ion density flattens to preserve quasi-neutrality when the electron density collapses. At the end of this phase, the deuterium number density is uniform within the mixing radius, but the velocity distribution is not. This phase results in little change in neutron emission. In the second phase [Fig. 9(b), Sec. IV B], the velocity distribution becomes homogeneous and the emission falls. At the end of this phase, the velocity distribution is not Maxwellian but it is uniform in space. The last two phases run concurrently: the perturbed ion distribution relaxes to a Maxwellian distribution [Fig. 9(c), Sec. IV

FIG. 9. Four phases of neutron sawtooth crash: (a) crash phase, in which the ion density profile flattens to preserve quasi-neutrality; (b) mixing phase, in which the ion distribution is homogenized in the sawtooth region; (c) equilibration phase, in which a Maxwellian velocity distribution is reestablished; and (d) thermal transport phase, in which the "shoulder" on the ion temperature profile diffuses away.
C] and an ion heat pulse propagates away from the plasma center as the steep gradient in the ion temperature near the mixing radius diffuses [Fig. 9(d), Sec. IV D]. Both of these processes cause further reduction in the neutron rate. The neutron sawtooth ends when ion heating overcomes the energy loss from thermal conduction and the central deuterium density begins to peak on axis. When the presawtooth conditions are reestablished, the cycle is repeated. In the following four sections, the predicted effect of each of these processes is derived and compared with experiment.

A. Density crash phase

The sawtooth instability has been observed to flatten (or slightly hollow) the electron density on TFR and sawtooth behavior in $n_e$ has been clearly observed on TEXT. The PLT Thomson scattering and TFTR five-channel interferometer measurements are consistent with these observations. Since the plasma is constrained to remain quasineutral, the electron density crash implies a concurrent ion density crash. Measurements on Alcator C$^*$ indicate that the impurity silicon density is flattened at a sawtooth. While it is possible that the density sawtooth for deuterons could differ from that for impurity ions, observations with $d(\bar{3}He,p)\alpha$ proton detectors reported here in low $Z_{\text{eff}}$ discharges give direct evidence of deuterium density flattening on the time scale of the electron density sawtooth crash (Appendix B). Previous experiments with $d(\bar{3}He,p)$ proton detectors on PLT and JET and active charge exchange on PLT suggest that energetic $\bar{3}He$ ions and fast deuterons are also redistributed at a sawtooth.

Conceivably, deuterons could gain energy during the crash phase, as was observed during disruptions on LT-3. This would result in an increase in neutron emission. Alternatively, if a significant fraction of hot tail deuterons were lost or redistributed over much of the plasma, the emission would be expected to drop. Experimentally on PLT, little change ($<1\%)$ is observed in the neutron emission on the time scale of the electron temperature sawtooth crash (Fig. 2). Typically, a $4\%$ drop in $I_e$ is observed in DIII-D and TFTR during the electron crash phase, but some of this drop may be associated with the mixing phase, since the electron sawtooth is slower than on PLT. The frequency response of the neutron system on PLT is sufficient to record fluctuations three to four times faster than those observed in Fig. 2, so it appears that the neutron rate is actually quite insensitive to the electron redistribution. Nevertheless, $d(\bar{3}He,p)\alpha$ proton measurements show that the deuterium density profile is redistributed on the fast ($30\mu\text{sec}$) time scale (Appendix B). As shown in Sec. IV B, if the ions were uniformly mixed at the electron sawtooth, a reduction of approximately $5\%$ in neutron emission is expected. Conceivably, some liberated magnetic energy could heat the ions, thereby masking the drop associated with ion mixing. This explanation seems unlikely, however, since the neutron emission does drop to the expected level on a $1\text{msec}$ time scale and it seems unlikely that this liberated energy would be so rapidly lost. How then can the density flatten without the ions mixing? One possibility is that the ion density flattening is accomplished locally through small ($<0.2\text{ cm}$) displacements of bulk-plasma volume elements (Fig. 10); such a redistribution would have a small effect on the volume-integrated fusion emission. This is analogous to the way that a mound of viscous jelly would flatten under the influence of gravity; little real particle mixing would be involved. A second possibility is that the deuterons collapse like a mound of pebbles: in this scenario, the density after the crash is fairly uniform but fine-scale variations in temperature still exist. A third possibility is that the warm, fusion-producing ions do not mix as rapidly as the thermal ions.

In summary, the relatively small drop in neutron emission on the time scale of the PLT sawtooth suggests that (i) little energy is lost or gained by the ions at the crash and (ii) the velocity distribution function $f(r,v)$ retains some dependence on $r$ after the crash. In the next phase, the “mixing phase,” this spatial structure is lost and the velocity distribution becomes uniform.

B. Mixing phase

A drop in neutron emission is expected if the ion temperature and density are flattened at a sawtooth. In this section, we calculate the expected reduction in emission for a uniform redistribution within the mixing radius using a heat transfer. The mixing radius is defined as the radius at which the density is reduced by a factor of $e$.

![Figure 10](https://example.com/fig10.png)

**FIG. 10.** Local redistribution of deuterons without significant mixing, implying little change in fusion neutron emission. Each shaded region moves outward by one radial shell (to the corresponding shaded region) at the sawtooth. At the inversion radius ($r = 10\text{ cm}$ in the diagram), an integrated density corresponding to the entire excess from the central portion of the pre-crash profile is displaced by one radial step. The minimum radial step size consistent with local density redistribution is thus given by the interval $\Delta r$ for which a shell at the inversion radius contains a total number of ions equal to this ion excess. For a parabolic density profile and an inversion radius at $a/4$, $\Delta r = a/240$ or $0.17\text{ cm}$ on PLT. A flattening of the ion density occurring through radial displacements of this size should show little ($<1\%)$ change in neutron emission.
risteric analysis (Sec. IV B 1). Next, the predicted drop is calculated numerically (Sec. IV B 2) and compared with experiment (Sec. IV B 3).

1. Heuristic analysis

The \( d(d, n) \) \(^3\)He neutron emission rate in a deuterium plasma is

\[
I_d = \int \frac{1}{2} n_d^2 \langle \sigma v \rangle_{d,n} dV,
\]

(1)

where \( n_d \) is the deuterium density and \( \langle \sigma v \rangle_{d,n} \) is the \( d(d, n) \) \(^3\)He fusion reactivity

\[
\langle \sigma v \rangle_{d,n} = \int (v_1 s_{f1}(v_1) f_3(v_2) \sigma(v) dv_1 dv_2.
\]

(2)

Here, \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are the velocities of the reacting particles, \( v = |v_1 - v_2| \), and \( \sigma \) is the \( d(d, n) \) \(^3\)He fusion cross section. For a Maxwellian plasma of temperature \( T_d \), this equation can be rewritten in terms of the center-of-mass velocity \( V_{cm} \) and relative velocity \( v' \):

\[
\langle \sigma v \rangle_{d,n} = \left[ \left( \frac{m_d}{4 \pi T_d} \right)^{3/2} \int \exp \left( - \frac{m_d v'^2}{4 T_d} \right) \sigma(v) v dv \right] \\
\times \left[ \left( \frac{m_d}{4 \pi T_d} \right)^{3/2} \int \exp \left( - \frac{m_d V_{cm}^2}{4 T_d} \right) dV_{cm} \right].
\]

Using the Gamow cross section form of \( \sigma(v) = (C/v^3) \exp(-C/v) \), the integrand of the relative velocity integral has a sharp maximum for \( (C/v_0)^{-1/3} = 1 \), with \( C_0 = 1.482 \times 10^{10} \) cm/sec. This corresponds to \( v/v_0 = 3.63 T_d^{-1/3} \), for \( T_d \) in keV. The integrand of the center-of-mass velocity integral is much broader, giving a most probable value of \( V_{cm}/v_0 \) at \( 1/\sqrt{2} \) and an average value at \( \sqrt{2/\pi} \). Thus, the ratio of relative to center-of-mass velocities of the deuterons in a typical fusion reaction is \( v/V_{cm} \approx 4.3 \) for \( T_d = 3 \) keV, which implies that the most probable reaction is one between ions in the tail of the distribution directed in nearly opposite directions. A typical reacting ion has energy

\[
E_h = \frac{1}{2} m_d v'^2 \approx \frac{1}{2} m_d \left[ V_{cm}^2 + \left( \frac{v}{2} \right)^2 \right]
\]

\[
\approx \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{C_0}{v_0} \right)^{2/3} T_d,
\]

(3)

which implies \( E_h = 3T_d \) for ion temperatures near \( 3 \) keV.

The effect on the neutron emission of deuterium mixing can now be treated with a simple heuristic model. In this model, the deuterium particle and velocity distributions are made uniform inside of a mixing radius \( r_m \) at the sawtooth crash. In the mixing region, \( I_a = k \int_{r_m}^{r_{cr}} n_d^2 r dr \), where \( n_d \) is the density of hot ions with \( E_h = 3T_d \) that produce most of the fusion reactions, and \( k \) is a constant proportional to the \( d(d, n) \) \(^3\)He fusion reactivity. Prior to the sawtooth crash, \( n_h = \bar{n}_h + \delta n_h \), where \( \bar{n}_h \) is the post-crash density and \( f_0 \delta n_h r dr = 0 \) by particle conservation. After mixing, the emission in the sawtooth region is

\[
I_{a<r<r_m} = \int_0^{r_m} \bar{n}_h^2 r dr,
\]

(4)

while beforehand, the emission in the same region is

\[
I_{b<r<r_m} = k \int_0^{r_m} (\bar{n}_h^2 + \delta n_h^2) r dr
\]

\[
= I_{a<r<r_m} + k \int_0^{r_m} (\delta n_h^2) r dr,
\]

invoking particle conservation and Eq. (4) above. The ratio of the neutron rates before and after the crash is

\[
\frac{I_b}{I_a} = \frac{I_{b<r<r_m} + I_{r>r_m}}{I_{a<r<r_m} + I_{r>r_m}} = 1 + \frac{k \int_0^{r_m} (\delta n_h^2) r dr}{I_a}.
\]

(5)

Equation (5) implies that, if particles are conserved and velocities unchanged, the neutron emission must fall through ion mixing since \( I_b/I_a > 1 \) for all \( \delta n_h \neq 0 \). In particular, since most of the fusion reactions occur in the sawtooth region,

\[
\frac{I_b}{I_a} - 1 \leq \left[ \frac{k \int_0^{r_m} (\delta n_h^2) r dr}{I_{a<r<r_m}} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{r_m^2} \int_0^{r_m} \left( 1 - \frac{n_h(r)}{\bar{n}_h} \right)^2 r dr.
\]

(6)

The density profile of the hot deuterium is estimated assuming a temperature profile of the form \( T_d(r) = T_d(1 - (r/a)^2)^{1/2} \). A 1-D Maxwellian velocity distribution has

\[
n_h(r) = \frac{n_h(0)}{\sqrt{\pi n_h T_d(r)}} \exp \left( - \frac{E_h}{n_h T_d(r)} \right) dE
\]

\[
= n_{n_0} \exp \left( - \frac{k r^2}{r_{st}^2} \right), \quad n_{n_0} = \frac{\alpha_T E_n r_{st}^2}{T_d^2} \frac{1}{T_d(1 - e^{-k})},
\]

(7)

and \( E_n \) is the energy of the deuterons responsible for most of the fusion emission [Eq. (3)]. After mixing, this distribution is flattened to a constant value \( \bar{n}_h \), where, for particle conservation,

\[
\pi r_{st}^2 \bar{n}_h = 2 \pi \int_0^{r_m} n_h(r) r dr
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \bar{n}_h = (n_{n_0}/k) (1 - e^{-k}).
\]

(8)

With this hot-ion density profile, Eq. (6) gives

\[
\frac{I_b}{I_a} - 1 \leq \frac{2}{r_m^2} \int_0^{r_m} \left( 1 - \frac{k e^{-k r^2}}{1 - e^{-k}} \right) r dr
\]

\[
= \frac{k^2}{2} \left( 1 - e^{-k} \right)^2 - 1 \approx \frac{k^2}{12}.
\]

Thus the final expression for the magnitude of the drop in neutron emission due to ion mixing is

\[
\frac{I_b}{I_a} - 1 \leq \frac{1}{12} \left( \frac{E_n}{T_d} \right)^2 \frac{r_m^4}{a^4} = \sigma (10\%).
\]

(9)

2. Numerical analysis

The exact prediction of the mixing model for the magnitude of the fast drop in neutron emission at the sawtooth is evaluated numerically by performing the full six-dimensional velocity space integral [Eq. (2)] for the reactivity, using the mixed deuterium distribution. The distribution function is obtained by homogenizing the pre-crash spatial dependence of \( f(r, v) \) in the mixing region:
where \( V \) is the plasma volume. Comparison with the pre-sawtooth neutron rate as determined from Eq. (1) (integrated in the sawtooth region with the Maxwellian reactivity) gives the drop resulting from ion mixing.

The decrease in neutron rate predicted by this model is typically between one-half and two-thirds of the upper limit derived in the heuristic analysis [Eq. (9)], between 2% and 15% of the total neutron rate for typical discharge conditions.

### 3. Comparison with experiment

With a model of density flattening that includes simultaneous mixing, the drop predicted above would be expected to occur on the same time scale as the electron sawtooth, or approximately 30 \( \mu \)sec on PLT (Sec. IV A). In this scenario, the detector signal would be limited by the frequency response of the photomultiplier amplifier, but would still be three to four times faster than the observed rate (as evidenced by the fastest neutron fluctuations observed with this diagnostic system). Thus it is clear that the ion density flattening and velocity distribution mixing proceed at distinctly different rates. Empirically, it appears that a drop of roughly the predicted magnitude occurs on a longer, 0.5–1.0 msec time scale. Comparing the magnitude of the drop at the end of this phase with the predictions of the mixing model, we find that the actual drop is comparable to that expected theoretically. For the sawtooth events shown in Fig. 1, discharge parameters have been entered in the calculation [Eqs. (10) and (11)] for comparison with the experimental data. The PLT case \( (n_{\alpha} = 5.8 \times 10^{13}/\text{cm}^3, Z_{\text{eff}} = 3.0, \text{density shaping parameter } \alpha_n = 1.4, \text{sawtooth inversion radius } r_0 = 12 \text{ cm}, T_o = 3.2 \text{ keV, and ion temperature shaping parameter } \alpha_T = 3.0) \) has an observed drop of 12.5% in the neutron rate, while the code predicts 12.0%. The TFTR case \( (n_{\alpha} = 5.2 \times 10^{13}/\text{cm}^3, Z_{\text{eff}} = 2.2, \alpha_n = 0.62, r_0 = 23 \text{ cm}, T_o = 2.5 \text{ keV, and } \alpha_T = 2.2) \) has an observed drop of 8.3%, with the code giving 4.4%. The PLT inversion radius is inferred from ECE channels separated by 6 cm in major radius and thus has an accuracy of no better than 1 cm in either direction. As the magnitude of the fast drop in neutron rate is roughly proportional to the fourth power of the inversion radius [Eq. (6), along with the relation \( r_{\alpha} = \sqrt[2]{2r_{\text{th}}} \) which is derived in Appendix C], the precision of this estimate of \( \Delta I/I \) in the mixing phase is only about \( \pm 30\% \). The temperature profile exponent \( (\alpha_T = 3) \) that gives the observed drop is consistent with Doppler-broadening impurity-line measurements\(^{31}\) of the ion temperature profile during \(^{3}\text{He}\) minority ICRH, but the calculation is somewhat sensitive to small variations in this parameter \( (\alpha \approx 2) \) in the heuristic analysis, Eq. (9)]. Despite the large uncertainty, the results do show that mixing of the deuteron distribution function gives a reduction in electron emission of the order of that observed, and the data shows that this reduction does not always occur concurrently with the drop in electron temperature, implying that the mixing process for ions is approximately ten times slower than for electrons. It is possible that the mechanism responsible for ion mixing involves parallel ion motion along the magnetic field.
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subsequent to field-line reconnection. On PLT, \( T_e \) begins increasing again soon after the sawtooth crash, suggesting that closed magnetic surfaces are reestablished on roughly a 30 \( \mu \)sec time scale. Typical ion velocities are sufficiently slow that it is difficult for the ions to mix uniformly this quickly. The observed duration of the mixing phase on PLT (approximately 500 \( \mu \)sec) corresponds to approximately 20 toroidal transits of the ion fluid, or 50 transits of the fast fusion-producing deuterons.

On the other hand, the duration of the mixing phase on TFTR is similar to the duration on PLT at roughly equal temperatures (Table I), despite the fact that a transit around TFTR takes twice as long as on PLT. This suggests that another mechanism may be dominant. Perhaps the rate of decay of the emission is governed by diffusion of a fine-scale structure that exists immediately following the electron crash. Variations in this structure from sawtooth to sawtooth might account for the rather large variations in decay rate observed on TFTR and DIII-D.

In conclusion, the magnitude of the initial drop in neutron emission is consistent with mixing of the ions within approximately 0.5 msec. The time scale for mixing may be determined by the parallel ion velocity, but it could be governed by some other mechanism.

C. Equilibration phase

After the density distribution is mixed, the ions theoretically approach a Maxwellian distribution in an ion–ion equilibration time \( \tau_{ii} \) (Ref. 32):

\[
\tau_{ii} = 4.9 \text{ msec} \left[ T_i (\text{keV}) \right]^{3/2} / Z \ast n_e (10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}),
\]

where

\[
Z \ast = \frac{1}{n_e} \sum_{j} n_j Z_j^2 \left( \frac{A_j}{2} \right)^{3/2} \ln \Lambda^d / \ln \Lambda^d / \ln \Lambda_{nd}.
\]

\[
\Rightarrow Z \ast = \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{3} Z_{\text{opt}} \quad \text{for oxygen impurity}.
\]

However, the decay time of the neutron rate due to thermalization is not expected to coincide with \( \tau_{ii} \) since the ions that produce the fusion reactions are generally more energetic than typical ions. To estimate the actual rate, consider the distribution function created by uniform redistribution of ions within the mixing region (Fig. 11). Describe this distribution by a Maxwellian bulk distribution \( f_{\text{M}} \) and a perturbed distribution \( \delta f \). The neutron emission produced by this distribution consists of a steady rate \( I_{\text{so}} \) produced by the bulk Maxwellian \( f_{\text{M}} \) and a decaying portion \( \delta f_{\text{so}} \) associated with reactions between the perturbed distribution and the bulk \( \delta f \). The numerical investigation shows that the dominant contribution to \( \delta f_{\text{so}} \) is from particles near the peak of the perturbed distribution \( (\nu \approx 2.3v_{\text{th}}) \) and particles from the Maxwellian bulk distribution with \( \nu \approx 1.5v_{\text{th}} \). The reactions are between particles moving in nearly opposite directions, with a relative velocity of about 4\( v_{\text{th}} \).

The fast portion of the perturbed distribution, with velocity \( v_{\delta} \gtrsim 2.3v_{\text{th}} \), thermalizes more slowly than \( \tau_{ii}^{-1} \) because of the \( v^2 \) dependence of the collision time. The hot ions lose energy at the slower rate \( \tau_{\text{hi}}^{-1} \), where

\[
\tau_{\text{hi}} = \frac{1}{3} \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}} \frac{u_{\text{th}}^3}{u_i^3} \left( \text{erf}(u_i) - \frac{2}{u_i} \text{erf}^2(u_i) \right),
\]

\[
u_{\text{hi}} = \frac{v_{\delta}}{v_{\text{th}}},
\]

As \( \tau_{\text{hi}} \) represents the decay time constant for the fusion-producing portion of the perturbed distribution, it is a reasonable approximation to the exponential decay time expected for the neutrons [see Eqs. (15) and (16)]. For a total decay \( \delta I_{\text{n}} \) due to velocity-space relaxation,

\[
-\frac{\delta I_{\text{n}}}{d\tau_{\text{hi}}} = \tau_{\text{hi}} \approx \frac{1}{3} \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}} u_{\text{th}}^3 \tau_{\text{hi}},
\]

giving an expected decay time constant of about 3\( \tau_{\text{hi}} \).

1. Numerical analysis of equilibration

A more quantitative numerical evaluation of the time evolution of the equilibration phase has also been performed to check the heuristic result of Eq. (14). In this study, the post-mixing distribution function \( f_\delta (\nu) \) calculated from Eq. (10) is allowed to evolve in time through collisional slowing down and parallel diffusion, according to the Fokker–Planck equation. The full six-dimensional velocity-space integral [Eq. (11)] for the neutron rate is calculated at specified time steps to model the actual time evolution of the neutron signal, assuming that the density profile remains flat.

The neutron rate due to the perturbed distribution function \( \delta f \) interacting with a Maxwellian background is

\[
I_{\text{n}} = \frac{1}{2} \bar{n}_\text{n}^2 \nu \frac{r_a^2}{a^2} \int \int 2f_{\text{M}} (\nu) \delta f (\nu) d\nu d\nu d\nu d\nu.
\]

with the time derivative

\[
\frac{df}{dt} = \bar{n}_\text{n}^2 \nu \frac{r_a^2}{a^2} \int \int f_{\text{M}} (\nu) \frac{\partial \delta f (\nu)}{\partial t} d\nu d\nu d\nu d\nu.
\]

Here \( \delta f = f_\delta - f_{\text{M}} \), where the Maxwellian is taken with the post-crash values \( \bar{n}_\text{n} \) and \( T_d \) derived in Sec. IV B, conserving particles and energy in the sawtooth region. The evolution of the perturbed distribution function is given by the Fokker–Planck collision operator. For an isotropic distribution encountering a Maxwellian background plasma with equal deuterium, electron, and impurity temperatures \( T_d = T_e = T_{\text{imp}}, \)

\[
\frac{df}{dt} = \sum_{\nu, f_{\text{M}}} m_f \nu \frac{\partial}{\partial \nu} \left[ \left( \delta f + \frac{1}{2u} \frac{\partial \delta f}{\partial u} \right) \right.
\]

\[
\times \left\{ \text{erf} \left( \frac{\nu}{m_f \nu} \right) - u \text{erf} \left( \frac{\nu}{m_g \nu} \right) \right\}.
\]

where \( \nu \) is a characteristic collision time

\[
\nu = \frac{4}{\pi} e_{\text{h}} e_{\text{n}} n_e \ln \Lambda^d / m_a^2 v_{\text{th}}^2,
\]

and \( u \) again denotes \( \nu / v_{\text{th}} \). The terms in the square bracket proportional to \( \delta f \) and its derivative represent collisional slowing down and parallel diffusion of the perturbed distribution, respectively, and obviously sum to zero for a Maxwellian \( \delta f \).

The time evolution of the distribution function is shown in Fig. 12(a). The distribution decays in about one ion–ion
neutron sawtooth. In the time required for relaxation of the perturbed distribution, the centrally peaked density and temperature profiles are recovered, and auxiliary heating begins to increase the neutron rate toward its pre-sawtooth level. In TFTR Ohmic discharges [Fig. 1(b)], $\tau_n$ is shorter than in high-power ICRH conditions on PLT and the sawtooth period is much longer, so the equilibration phase is allowed to reach completion before the heating phase takes over. In the relatively cold, dense H-mode discharges on DIII-D (Fig. 4), $3\tau_n$ is also shorter than the sawtooth period. In all cases, however, the predicted reduction in emission associated with thermalization is relatively small and the predicted time scale of the reduction is relatively long, so it appears that other processes such as ion transport (Sec. IV D) play a more important role in the evolution of the emission.

D. Transport phase

Both the magnitude and the time evolution of the neutron emission suggest that after the initial rapid drop, transport processes become important. After the ion density and temperature profiles have flattened, a relatively large gradient in plasma density and temperature exists at the edge of the mixing region. The “shoulder” diffuses away on a time scale determined by the local radial ion thermal conductivity and the size and slope of the discontinuity in ion temperature. Particle transport associated with the steep density gradient may also play a role. In this model, while the steep gradient exists, the neutron rate drops due to the loss of energy from the central region of the plasma, where essentially all of the fusion product neutrons are born. In this section, we compute the expected rate of change of the emission during this phase for comparison with PLT data (Sec. IV D 1) and compare the magnitude of the drop with theoretical predictions (Sec. IV D 2).

1. Rate of decay

The $d(d,n) ^{3}$He reactivity given by the Gamow cross section has a time derivative

$$\frac{1}{\langle \sigma v \rangle} \frac{d\langle \sigma v \rangle}{dt} = \frac{B}{3T_{d}^{1/3}} \cdot \frac{2}{3} \frac{1}{T_{d}} \frac{dT_{d}}{dt},$$

with $B = 19.87$ for $T_{d}$ in keV, implying a neutron decay rate due to thermal conduction of

$$\tau_{n}^{-1} = -\frac{1}{\delta I_{n}} \frac{dI_{n}}{dt} = -\frac{1}{\delta I_{n}} \int \frac{1}{2} n_{d}^{2} \langle \sigma v \rangle \frac{1}{T_{d}} \frac{dT_{d}}{dt} \left( \frac{B}{3T_{d}^{1/3}} - \frac{2}{3} \right) dV.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Here $\delta I_{n}$ is the total drop in neutron rate during the transport phase. There is also a reduction in emission associated with particle diffusion but, in this approximation, this term has been neglected.

At the onset of the transport phase, the temperature gradient is negligible everywhere except at the discontinuity at the mixing radius, $r_{m}$. At this radius, the energy loss due to thermal conduction is
The surface integral is over two toroidal shells of radii \( r_s \) and \( r_s + \Delta r \). Assuming that the only contribution to the volume integral in Eq. (18) is from the discontinuous region, \[ \tau_r^{-1} = -\frac{4\chi_d}{3\rho_s} \left( \frac{B}{2} \right) \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) \left( \frac{1}{T_d} \right) \frac{\partial T_d}{\partial r} \Delta r. \] The term in square brackets is the change in the temperature profile across the discontinuity:

\[ \frac{1}{T_d} \frac{\partial T_d}{\partial r} \Delta r \approx -\frac{\alpha_d \left( r_s^2 - r_0^2 \right)}{a^2}, \]

for an ion temperature profile \( T_d(r) = T_{d0} \left( 1 - \frac{r^2}{a^2} \right)^{\alpha_d} \) flattened inside \( r_s \) to the value \( T_{d0} \left( 1 - \frac{r_0^2}{a^2} \right)^{\alpha_d} \). Invoking Eq. (C5) for \( r_0 \), thus the expected time constant for decay of the neutron emission during this phase is

\[ \tau_n = C_1 \left( \frac{a^2}{\chi_d \alpha_d} \right) \frac{T_{d0}}{T_n}, \] (19)

where

\[ C_1 = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{B}{2} \right) \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) \tau_s^{-1} = 0.4 \quad \text{for} \quad T_{d0} = 3 \text{ keV}. \]

The decay time is thus characterized by the size of the sawtooth region \( (r_s^2) \), the steepness of the temperature gradient \( (\alpha_d r_s^2/2a^2) \), and the local ion thermal conductivity \( \chi_d \) at the sawtooth radius.

The peak-to-trough time \( \tau_{p-t} \) of a sawtooth is dominated by this transport time, since it is long compared to the duration of the mixing phase. Equation (19) suggests that \( \tau_{p-t} \) should be expected to scale with the square of the minor radius of the device; a plot of observed values of \( \tau_{p-t} \) for a number of machines is shown in Fig. 7. Assuming a typical ion temperature profile for these machines of \( T_d(r) = 2(1 - r^2/a^2)^{\alpha_d} \) keV, and \( \delta T_d / T_n = 0.1 \), the coefficient of the \( a^2 \) fit implies an ion thermal diffusivity \( \chi_d = 7.5 \times 10^5 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec} \), which is reasonable. Equation (19) represents an estimate of the peak-to-trough time which is actually an upper bound on the expected decay time, since it neglects the effects of particle diffusion. In addition, \( \tau_{p-t} \) carries a large experimental uncertainty, since the absolute minimum in the neutron emission may simply reflect the time at which the energy gain from auxiliary heating overcomes the energy loss due to thermal conduction, rather than the end of the enhanced conduction phase.

A slight manipulation of Eq. (19) yields

\[ \frac{I_n}{dI_n/dt} \approx \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{B}{2} \right) \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) \left( \frac{1}{T_d} \right) \frac{\alpha_d^2}{\chi_d \alpha_d}. \] (20)

A plot of the right-hand side of this equation versus the observed neutron decay time constant in the transport phase is shown in Fig. 13 for a series of ICRH discharges on PLT, using Chang–Hinton neoclassical conductivity including impurity effects. The temperature-profile shaping parameter is inferred from the initial reduction in neutron emission, according to the prescriptions discussed below. The value of the neoclassical conductivity is uncertain to \( \pm 50\% \) due to uncertainties in \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) and \( B_H \). Since the derivation of Eq. (20) neglects particle diffusion, the expected drop rate is actually approximately 20% larger (assuming \( D_i \approx \chi_d \)). In addition, as the equilibration phase runs concurrently and at a similar rate, the actual drop rate is further enhanced approximately 20%. Thus the data in Fig. 13 are consistent with theory, indicating that thermal conduction probably is the dominant process governing the decay of the neutron emission.

2. Magnitude of drop

If it is assumed that no ion energy is lost from the mixing radius, the predicted reduction in neutron emission at a sawtooth is much smaller than observed. In this section, we compute the expected drop in neutron emission for various ion temperature profiles and show that the observed drop implies loss of ion energy from the mixing region. Stringer has used a similar mixing model to analyze JET data. With an implicit assumption of energy conservation, he too found that the drop in emission is larger than expected.

We begin by adopting a simple model that we subsequently show is inconsistent with the data. Assume that the ion density and temperature profiles within the mixing radi-
us are flattened and that energy and particles are conserved. Experimentally, two quantities related to the ion temperature profile are measured: the neutron emission $I_n$, and the drop in emission at the sawtooth $\Delta I_n$. Since the deuterium density profile is known fairly accurately from electron density and $Z_{te}$ measurements and, in any event, the neutron emission is less sensitive to density than to temperature, these two neutron measurements would (if our assumptions were valid) allow us to infer two features of the ion temperature profile. We assume that the functional form of the ion temperature profile is $T_{id}(r) = T_{id0}(1 - r^2/a^2)^{a_T}$. Then the measurements of $I_n$ and $\Delta I_n$, together with the density measures and measurement of the mixing radius (inferred from ECE or soft x-ray measurements of the temperature inversion radius), permit unique determination of the central ion temperature $T_{id0}$ and of the peakedness of the temperature profile $a_T$. Intuitively, for a fixed level of neutron emission, the drop in emission at the sawtooth is large, then the ion temperature profile must peak strongly on axis. Alternatively, if the initial profile is flat, a sawtooth results in no reduction in emission ($\Delta I_n = 0$).

Quantitative implications of the model are obtained numerically (Appendix C). In Fig. 14(a), we plot the central ion temperature inferred from the drop in neutron emission versus the central ion temperature deduced by a code that uses the neutron emission and the assumption of a neoclassical ion diffusivity profile to infer $T_{id0}$. The temperature inferred from the neutron drop is approximately 25% larger than the values calculated by the analysis code and also exceeds the values measured using Doppler broadened impurity line radiation. For the neutron drop model, the mean temperature peaking parameter for this data set is $<a_T> = 3.9$, which is much higher than predicted neoclassically. Recently, the neoclassical $\chi_T$ assumption has been shown to be violated on TFTR but not by an amount nearly this large. Even taking into account possible errors and uncertainties in other determinations of the ion temperature, the ion temperature profile inferred by our model is unrealistically peaked. This implies that some ion energy is lost from the mixing region after the sawtooth.

The time evolution of the neutron emission of TFTR changes after approximately 1 msec [Fig. 14(b)]. At the time that the neutron emission changes slope, the emission has only fallen about $\Delta I_n$ of the eventual drop. If we postulate that in this initial period the density and temperature profiles flatten, the computed ion temperature is consistent with the $T_e$ measured by Doppler broadening [Fig. 14(b)]. Using the assumption that only the initial drop is due to profile flattening, the average profile shaping parameter is $<a_T> = 2.2$. From the magnitude of the additional reduction in emission, the loss of energy from the mixing region is roughly $\Delta W_n/W_n = 3\%$ for typical parameters. For PLT, using the full drop yields $<a_T> = 4.8$, while the analysis gives $<a_T> = 2.5$ if the initial neutron drop is used rather than the overall drop.

In conclusion, both the magnitude and the duration of the drop in $I_n$ suggest that energy is lost from the mixing region following the sawtooth.

V. CONCLUSION

At a sawtooth, the neutron emission typically falls about 10% in approximately 0.5 msec, indicating that the hot ions that produce thermonuclear reactions generally take longer to mix than electrons. After the initial rapid drop, the emission falls an additional $\sim 10\%$ in 5–20 msec. Equilibration of the hot ions only accounts for one-fifth of this gradual drop. The data during this phase are consistent with the hypothesis that an ion heat pulse propagates away from the mixing region as the steep gradient in $T_e$ diffuses.

Empirically, the drop in neutron emission $\Delta I_n/I_n$ varies linearly with the drop in central electron temperature $\Delta T_e/T_e$. Estimates of the effect of sawteeth on the thermonuclear emission can be obtained from the scaling $\Delta T_e/T_e = 0.4 \Delta T_e/T_e$.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF SAWTOOTH ON BEAM-PLASMA NEUTRON EMISSION

To explain the time evolution of the thermonuclear neutron emission, we have postulated several phases of ion response to the sawtooth event (Sec. IV). As a check on the validity of our model, we consider the expected effect of these phases on the neutron emission during D⁰→D⁺ neutral beam injection, when the fusion reactions are beam-plasma in nature. We find that the predictions are consistent with experimental observations.

During D⁰→D⁺ neutral beam injection, the neutron emission is dominated by beam-plasma reactions. Previous work on PLT¹ was found to be the sawtooth instability causes an approximately 3% drop in neutron emission in approximately 5 msec. On TFTR (Fig. 15), the magnitude of the drop is also only a few percent but the drop is approximately four times slower, varying between 10 and 45 msec. In PLT, the decay was accounted for by the increase in electron drag associated with flattening of the temperature profile.¹² Flattening of the thermal deuterium density also may have played a role.¹² Nominally, the difference in decay time between TFTR and PLT (and DIII-D) is consistent with the increased electron temperature and slowing down time \( \tau_e \) in TFTR. The decay time in TFTR does not appear to correlate with \( \tau_e \), however.

As for thermonuclear neutron sawteeth, the magnitude of the drop in emission \( \Delta I_n/I_n \) scales linearly with the amplitude of the electron temperature sawtooth \( \Delta T_e/T_e \) (Fig. 16). The magnitude of the drop is five times smaller than in the Ohmic case, however, scaling approximately as \( \Delta I_n/I_n \approx 0.3 (\Delta T_e/T_e) \).

For beam-plasma reactions, the neutron emission is approximately

\[
I_n = \int n_b n_d \overline{\sigma v_{bd}} dV,
\]

where \( n_b \) is the density of beam ions and \( \overline{\sigma v_{bd}} \) is the fusion reactivity for beam-plasma reactions. In steady state, \( \overline{\sigma v_{bd}} \)

depends principally on the beam injection energy \( E_b \) and only weakly on the bulk deuterium temperature \( T_e \). The dependence of the reactivity on ion temperature can be estimated by evaluating the reactivity of a monoenergetic beam in a Maxwellian plasma, \( \overline{\sigma v_{bd}} = \int f_d(v_d) \sigma v_d d\nu_d \times \overline{\nu_d} (\overline{\nu_b} - \overline{\nu_d}) \). The result is

\[
\overline{\sigma v_{bd}} \approx \sigma v (E_b) \left[ 1 + \left( \eta + \frac{1}{2} \right) \eta (T_d/E_b) \right],
\]

where \( \sigma v (E_b) \) is the reactivity of the monoenergetic beam incident on a cold target and the cross section is assumed to vary approximately as \( \sigma v \propto E^{-\eta} \) at \( E = E_b \). At \( E_b = 80 \) keV, \( \eta = 2.2 \), so, for \( T_d = 2 \) keV, a 10% reduction in ion temperature only results in a ≤2% reduction in fusion reactivity.

If beam ions do not gain or lose energy anomalously at a sawtooth, immediately following the sawtooth the fusion reactivity is virtually unchanged since the beam slowing down time \( \tau_e \) is long compared to the duration of the electron sawtooth. We assume that, prior to the sawtooth, the beam and deuterium densities are \( n_b(r) = n_{b0} (1 - r^2/a^2)^{n_b} \) and \( n_d(r) = n_{d0} (1 - r^2/a^2)^{n_d} \) and that the beam and deuterium densities flatten at the electron sawtooth. Carrying out a derivation similar to that of Eq. (8), the expected reduction in beam-plasma emission associated with the flattening of the densities is

\[
\frac{I_n}{I_n} = 1 - \frac{1}{12} \alpha_b \alpha_d \left( \frac{\tau_e}{a} \right)^4.
\]

Comparison with Eq. (8) indicates that the beam-plasma drop is smaller than the thermonuclear drop by a factor \( \alpha_b \alpha_d \left( T_d/E_b \right)^2 \sim 0.1 \). Thus the expected reduction in beam-plasma neutron emission in the crash and mixing phase is ≤1%. This is in good agreement with experiment, where essentially no change is observed on this time scale.
Following the sawtooth crash, the beam distribution function changes in response to changes in Coulomb drag and the reactivity and beam density become functions of time. The time scale for this transitional period is governed by the slowing down time \( \tau_s \). This time scale is several times longer than the equilibration time for hot thermal ions. Since \( \tau_s \) depends on electron temperature, the flattening of \( T_e \) tends to reduce the neutron emissivity within the inversion radius and increase it outside the mixing radius. The beam density is peaked on axis so a net reduction in emission is expected, but the volume-averaged nature of the neutron measurement reduces the predicted reduction to only a fraction of \( \Delta T_e/T_e \). Because of the weak dependence of the reactivity on ion temperature [Eq. (A2)], the reduction in \( T_e \) associated with the transport phase is expected to have a very small effect on the neutron source strength. Experimentally, the drop in emission does take place on the time scale of \( \tau_s \), but the drop time does not correlate with variations in \( \tau_s \), perhaps indicating that changes in beam and ion density profiles occur on a similar time scale. The drop in emission is typically 30% of the reduction in electron temperature, in good agreement with theory.

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF SAWTOOTH ON 15 MeV PROTON EMISSION

During \(^3\)He-minority ICRH, the \(^3\)He ions are heated to high energies and produce 15 MeV protons in beam–plasma reactions with the thermal deuterium ions. Previous measurements\(^{25}\) of the volume-integrated proton rate made with a bottom-mounted, collimated surface-barrier detector on PLT showed little or no sawtooth activity, while a side-mounted proton probe did see reductions in \( d^3\)He proton emission correlated with drops in central soft x-ray and neutron emission at sawtooth crashes. The interpretation of the difference between the detector signals was that the detection efficiency for the side-mounted probe assembly was strongly peaked near the plasma center, while the bottom-mounted detector integrated over about half of the plasma minor radius, and therefore over the entire sawtooth region.\(^{25}\) A proton detector on JET\(^{26}\) with a detection efficiency that is peaked outside of the \( d^4\)He plasma source region has also shown bursts in signal level at sawtooth crashes, suggesting that energetic ions are expelled from the central region by the sawtooth.

New measurements of the 15 MeV proton emission were made with a detector mounted in the bottom of the PLT vacuum vessel in a geometry similar to that employed previously.\(^{25}\) These measurements give direct evidence for deuterium density flattening on the time scale of the electron temperature sawtooth. The experimental conditions for these recent measurements are \( P_e = 2.5 \text{ MW}, \ 3\text{He}-\text{minority concentration} \approx 5\%, \ \bar{n}_e = 3.7 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}, \text{ and } T_e = 1.5 \text{ keV}. \) Estimates based on Stix’s theory\(^{36}\) suggest that these conditions result in a perpendicular \(^3\)He tail temperature of approximately 130 keV. Weighting by the fast-rising fusion cross section, the average energy of the \(^3\)He ions responsible for fusion emission is approximately 400 keV for these parameters. Theory\(^{36}\) and experiment\(^{27}\) indicate that the \(^3\)He ions are accelerated in perpendicular velocity until their orbits become trapped, and then further accelerated until the banana tips migrate outward in major radius to the location of the resonance layer \( R_{\text{res}} \) (Fig. 17). Particles on these orbits spend most of their time at the turning points, causing a so-called “resonance localization” of the minority, and implying that most of the \( d^3\)He fusion occurs at or near the resonance layer. Experimental measurements of the \( d^3\)He spatial distribution\(^{38}\) and anisotropy\(^{39}\) are consistent with this prediction. As the 400 keV \(^3\)He-ion gyrodiameter is approximately 5.4 cm at resonance (\( B = 29.46 \text{ kG} \) for a 30 MHz \(^3\)He-ion cyclotron resonance), the \( d^3\)He proton source region is assumed to be the 5 cm of major radius outside of \( R_{\text{res}} \). Depending on the relative position of the ICRH resonance layer and sawtooth inversion radius, the emission is observed to decay slowly [Fig. 18(a)], increase gradually [Fig. 18(b)], or increase rapidly (Fig. 19). In Fig. 19, the relative jumps are 5% in 30 \( \mu\)sec, 4% in 30 \( \mu\)sec, and 4% in 50 \( \mu\)sec for the three events shown. These results are evidence for flattening of the deuterium density at a sawtooth.

The effect of density flattening on the \( d^3\)He rate is determined in a manner similar to that discussed for the \( d-d \) rate in Sec. IV B. The deuterium density is multiplied by the reactivity-weighted \(^3\)He-ion density and integrated over the source region before and after a sawtooth. Prior to the sawtooth, the electron temperature profile is assumed to be \( T_e(r) = (1 - r^2/a^2)^\alpha \) and the electron, deuterium, and \(^3\)He densities are taken to be parabolic, implying a reactivity-weighted \(^3\)He-ion density that is roughly parabolic to the second power in the source region, and small outside. The

![FIG. 17. Guiding-center orbits of 200 keV ions tangent to the resonance layer for 30 MHz rf waves in a 32 kG PLT discharge. The hatched area is the source region for the majority of the \( d^4\He\alpha \) proton emission and the doubly hatched region is interior to the sawtooth inversion radius. The relative sizes of the doubly hatched region inside \( r_s \) and the hatched region between \( r_s \) and \( r_e \) determined the characteristics of the proton sawtooth observed.](image-url)
FIG. 18. The 15 MeV proton signal from d(³He,p)α fusion reactions (top trace), showing that the proton signal can either decrease (a) or increase (b) at a sawttooth: (a) \( B_t = 31.8 \text{ kG}, I_p = 530 \text{ kA}, T_{eo} = 2.3 \text{ keV}, \bar{n}_e = 3.7 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}, P_d = 2.6 \text{ MW}, ^3\text{He concentration} = 3.6\%, r_n = 10 \text{ cm} \); (b) \( B_t = 32.6 \text{ kG}, I_p = 590 \text{ kA}, T_{eo} = 2.2 \text{ keV}, \bar{n}_e = 3.5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}, P_d = 2.4 \text{ MW}, ^3\text{He concentration} = 2.9\%, r_n = 9 \text{ cm} \).

The actual profile may be steeper, as axial focusing of the rf wave power by the antennas has been neglected. After the sawtooth crash, the deuterium density profile is assumed flattened on the time scale of the electron sawtooth. Depending on the position of the resonance layer with respect to the sawtooth inversion radius, the relative fractions of the source region in which the target density is increased and decreased (the hatched regions in Fig. 17) are determined. Thus it is possible for the proton rate to decline, remain constant, or even increase at the crash, but the magnitude of this change is never more than a few percent (Fig. 20). The change should occur on the time scale of the ion density flattening, or about 30 \( \mu\text{sec} \) (not the slower mixing time responsible for the neutron sawtooth crash, since the deuterium is a cold target relative to the energetic \(^3\text{He}\)). This prediction is consistent with experimental observations (Fig. 19).

The proton sawtooth behavior subsequent to the electron sawtooth is complex. The emission may change due to changes in the energy loss time \( \tau_e \), which alters the balance between rf acceleration and collisional deceleration of the tail ions. As the electron density and temperature profiles are flattened at a sawtooth, \( \tau_e \) decreases for \( r < r_0 \), thereby decreasing the equilibrium energy of the \(^3\text{He}\) ions in this region. The opposite is true in the region \( r_0 < r < r_n \), where both \( \tau_e \) and the \(^3\text{He}\) tail temperature increase. Depending on the relative portion of the source volume which falls into these two regions, the net proton emission could be expected to rise or fall. The bottom-mounted PLT detector, which integrates over the full extent of the sawtooth and resonance layer, observed both behaviors at sawtooth events. The proton signal shown in Fig. 18(b) increases about 10\% at the neutron sawtooth, suggesting an average increase of about 6\% in energy loss time \( \tau_e \), which is consistent with the assumed profile shapes given an inversion radius a few cm outside of the resonance layer at the plasma midplane. The toroidal field is again 32.6 kG for this discharge, but the sawtooth region is smaller than that for the discharge shown in Fig. 19, which may explain the difference in time evolution.

APPENDIX C: ION TEMPERATURE PROFILE INFERRED USING A SIMPLE MIXING MODEL

Assume that the ion temperature and density profiles are of functional form \( T_d(r) = T_{d0}(1 - \frac{r}{a^2})^{\alpha_t} \) and \( n_d(r) = n_{d0}(1 - \frac{r}{a^2})^{\alpha_n} \), respectively, that the profiles are flattened at a sawtooth, and that energy and particles are conserved. Then measurements of neutron emission \( I_n \) and reduction in emission \( \Delta I_n \), together with measurements of the density profile and mixing radius suffice to determine the central ion temperature \( T_{d0} \) and profile shape \( \alpha_t \).

FIG. 19. Sawtooth oscillations in the d(³He,p)α proton emission for a 2.3 MW ICRH discharge on PLT with a 4\% of \( ^3\text{He} \) minority. Discharge parameters are \( B_t = 32.6 \text{ kG}, I_p = 570 \text{ kA}, \bar{n}_e = 3.7 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}, \) average \( T_{eo} = 2.0 \text{ keV}, \) and neutron rate \( I_n = 1.4 \times 10^8 \text{sec}^{-1} \), implying an average \( T_{d0} \) of about 2.4 keV. Fast increases in proton emission are observed at each neutron sawtooth crash; the jumps are 5\% in 30 \( \mu\text{sec} \), 4\% in 30 \( \mu\text{sec} \), and 4\% in 50 \( \mu\text{sec} \) for the three events shown. A detail of the second event is shown for clarity.
Assuming a Gamow form for the fusion cross section,\(^{30}\)
the neutron emission \(I_n\) is

\[
I_n = \frac{1}{2} A \int n_d^2 T_d^{-2/3} \exp(-BT_d^{-1/3}) dV,
\]

(C1)

where, for the \(d(d,n)\) \(^{4}\)He reaction, \(A = 2.93 \times 10^{-14} \text{ keV}^{2/3}\)
and \(B = 19.87 \text{ keV}^{1/3}\). Substitution of the assumed radial profiles
for \(T_d\) and \(n_d\) yields

\[
I_n = \pi n_{d0}^2 A \int_0^1 x(1-x^2)^C \times \exp\left[ -BT_d^{-1/3}(1-x^2)^{-D} \right] dx,
\]

where \(x = r/a, \quad C = 2a_n - (2a_r/3), \quad \text{and} \quad D = a_r/3\).
The integral is treated asymptotically using the Laplace method,
expanding the integrand around \(x = 0\), where the exponential has a maximum:

\[
\int_0^x \left[ x(1 - Cx^2 + \cdots) \times \exp\left[ -BT_d^{-1/3}(1 + Dx^2 + \cdots) \right] dx \right.
\]

\[
\approx e^{-BT_d^{-1/3}} \int_0^\infty (x - Cx^3 + \cdots) \times \left( 1 - \frac{D(D+1)}{2} x^4 + \cdots \right) e^{-BT_d^{-1/3}x^4} dx.
\]

Carrying out the integration to first order in the small parameter \(T_d^{-1/3}/B\), we obtain the following result:

\[
I_n \approx S_{d0} V/(1 + 2a_n + [(BT_d^{-1/3} - 1)/3]a_r),
\]

(C2)

where \(S_{d0} = (1/2)n_{d0}^2 A T_d{d0}^{-2/3} \exp(-BT_d{d0}^{-1/3})\) is the
central neutron rate per unit volume. Equation (C2) is particularly
illuminating in that it shows the relative effects of the
temperature and density profile shapes on the neutron rate.
For a 3 keV plasma, the temperature shaping parameter \(a_r\)
in the denominator is multiplied by 4.25, so the central
temperature inferred from the neutron emission is twice as sensitive
to temperature-profile shape than to density-profile shape.
Although the error in the asymptotic formula is in all cases less than 1.5% of the exact solution from numerical integration of Eq. (C1), we use the exact solution.

A second relation, required to obtain a unique solution
for the two-parameter ion temperature profile, is afforded by
the magnitude of the drop in neutron emission. By integrating
Eq. (C1) numerically in the mixing region to determine
the pre-crash neutron rate, and evaluating the post-mixing
neutron rate according to a prescribed model, the drop
predicted for \(\Delta I_n = I_{n,r<r_n} - I_{n,r<r_n}\) can be compared to the
experimentally determined value. In matching the observed
data, a unique solution for \(T_d(r) = T_d{d0}(1 - r/a_r^3)^{\alpha_r}\) is assured,
since for any particular value of \(T_d{d0}\), \(\delta I_n\) increases
with increasing \(\alpha_r\), while \(I_n\) decreases. Thus the two curves
describing the \((\alpha_r, T_d{d0})\) solution space for the observed
neutron rate and its reduction at the sawtooth cross at a
single point (Fig. 21).

The deuterium density profile flattens during the mixing
phase to the constant \(\bar{n}_d\), which conserves particles inside
the mixing radius:

\[
\pi \bar{n}_d^2 \bar{n}_d = \int_0^{r_n} n_d(r) r^2 dr
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \bar{n}_d = n_{d0}\left[ 1 - (1 - x_d^2)^{\alpha_d + 1}\right]/x_d^2(\alpha_d + 1).
\]

(C3)

The post-crash "equivalent temperature" profile is also flattened (the mixed distribution is non-Maxwellian) to a value \(T_d\)
which conserves energy inside the mixing radius.

FIG. 20. Expected lines of constant change in the proton emission. The horizontal axis is the sawtooth inversion radius scaled by the plasma minor radius; the vertical axis is the minor radius of the resonance layer at the midplane, also scaled by the plasma minor radius. Calculations are for a source region 5 cm wide bounded by the resonance layer (Fig. 17). The calculated change is never more than 5% for PLT conditions.

FIG. 21. Lines of constant neutron emission \(I_n\) and drop in emission \(\Delta I_n/I_n\) in \(T_d{d0}\) and \(a_r\) space for a PLT case. A unique solution for \(T_d{d0}\) and \(a_r\) is assured.
\[ \pi r_a^2 n_d T_d = \int_0^{r_a} n_e(r) T_e(r) r^2 dr = T_d \frac{[1 - (1 - \frac{r_o}{r_a})^{\alpha_o + \alpha_i + 1}]}{[1 - (1 - \frac{r_o}{r_a})^{\alpha_o + 1}]} (\alpha_o + 1) \]  
(C4)

Here \( r_o = r/a \). The mixing radius \( r_m \) was not measured experimentally; instead, the sawtooth size was characterized by the so-called "inversion radius," \( r_o \), at which the response of the soft x-ray emission (corrected for line averaging) and ECE to the sawtooth instability changes sign. Inside of \( r_o \), the electron and ion densities and temperatures drop, accompanied by a drop in x-ray and electron cyclotron emission. Between \( r_o \) and \( r_m \), the densities and temperatures rise, and the x-ray and electron-cyclotron emissions increase accordingly. The densities remain constant at the inversion radius, so that by definition \( \bar{n}_e = n_e(1 - r_o^2/a^2)^{\alpha_o} \). A comparison with Eq. (C3) gives, to first order in \( r_o/a \), 
\[ \frac{r_o^2}{r_m^2} = 2r_o^2 \left[1 - \left[\frac{\alpha_o - 1}{6}\right] r_o^2/a^2\right] \]
\( \Rightarrow r_m = \sqrt[3]{2} r_o \)  
(C5)

The relative error introduced by the last approximation is less than 1%, since typically \( \alpha_o - 1 \) and \( r_o < a/3 \).

Assuming a Maxwellian distribution exists immediately after the mixing phase, the neutron rate in the mixing region is
\[ I_{n_e} = \frac{S_n}{V_x} \int \frac{J_n(r)}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{B_T - 1/3}{B_T}\right) \]
(C6)

where \( S_n \) is the neutron production rate per unit volume throughout the region.


